
Global Symbols CIC
www.globalsymbols.com

Communication using 
Symbols
A Carer’s Training Pack

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE: We recommend that you complete the online training first before delivering this presentation for others to help answer questions and manage discussions. Your recommended script for each slide appears in this notes section, but you can present with your own script if preferred. SCRIPT: “This 5-step course shows you how to use pictures and symbols to support communication in caring situations. Often in this course these are described as “visual aids” because they aid existing communication methods, rather than replace them.”
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Learning Objectives

• Gain a basic understanding about communication and 
active listening to build conversations

• Make use of free images and symbols with labels, 
phrases and sentences to support communication in your 
setting

• Encourage meaningful conversations to support well 
being

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Our learning objectives are to …. {read slide}“
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Contents

1. How we communicate

2. Managing conversations

3. Finding the right words and images

4. Adapting images and symbols for each individual

5. Creating opportunities to encourage conversations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “The five topics need no prior knowledge and take approximately 30 minutes to complete, including activities, discussing case studies and looking at examples of communication boards and information charts. We’re going to start with How We Communicate”



Topic 1

How we communicate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “The first topic provides a background on how we communicate with each other. An understanding of this will help us appreciate the role of visual aids such as symbols and photographs in supporting the people we care for.“
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Sending and receiving messages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Communication happens when we send and receive messages using different channels. These include face-to-face speech, speech over the telephone, sign language, gestures and expressions, text via WhatsApp, email, or even letters. We make quick judgements as to how we’re going to adapt our message according to the channel we are using. Because some channels have limitations over others we have developed techniques and technologies to help get our message across more accurately. A good example of this is the use of emojis in WhatsApp which help people understand the emotional context in the message that could otherwise be very easily misunderstood.”
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Message breakdown

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “There are several reasons communication or the messages we send and receive fail.  Have a look at this video and think about the ways the conversation failed at times”ACTIVITY: Identify the reasons why communication failed in this video. You might want to discuss: Situation due to noise, distance and the way a message is sent or when you cannot understand what is being said e.g. messages are muffled. Often these days people are wearing masks. Or technology we used is not available or breaks down so the message is lost. Physical because of a functional difficulty such as moving the mouth, palate, tongue, vocal chords or breathing in a coordinated way or ability to show facial expressions.  Even a lack of gestures can make communication harder at times. Sensory due to deafness, a hearing impairment, the ability to see, or even a lack of feeling around the face or other parts of the body that are needed for communication.  Cognitive due to intellectual ability, brain damage, psychological, emotional or memory difficulties or limited knowledge or understanding of the spoken or written languageLINK: https://youtu.be/8Ox5LhIJSBE 
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Barriers to Communication

Situational Physical Sensory Cognitive 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Can you name barriers to communication that affect your ability to communicate with the people you care for?”ACTIVITY: Encourage a list and write on a whiteboard if availableSCRIPT: “Can you name any possible solutions to these barriers?ACTIVITY: Encourage a list of solutions and write on a whiteboard if available
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Sending messages in several ways

• gestures
• signing 
• eye contact 
• facial expression 
• touch
• body movement 
• posture 
• sounds 
• space 

• drawing 
• writing 
• symbols 
• pictures 
• photographs 
• emojis
• objects
• technology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “We’ve already touched on the various channels of communication that we use every day. Some of these apply when we’re not in the same room as the other person, and we know the technology to support us here has been improving significantly in recent years. But how many channels of communication can you name that we can use when in direct contact with another individual? For example as well as speech we make use of hand and arm gestures when we talk.”ACTIVITY: Ask for a list of channels of expression for in-person communication. Take a list on a whiteboard if possible. Reveal the list on this slide afterwards (it uses a click to reveal animation). 
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Communicate without speaking

• A gesture: “I fell off my bicycle and hurt my knee”

• A drawing: “I need to walk home now”

• A facial expression: “I am tired and want to go to sleep”

• Emojis on a phone: “I do not like being cold”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Now let’s think of a situation where you can’t speak, or perhaps you can speak but people can’t hear you or can’t interpret what you’re saying. Are you able to give examples of how you might communicate the above messages using the techniques suggested? Let’s start with a gesture to express that you have fallen off your bicycle and hurt your knee {etc.) ACTIVITY: Run through the four messages and ask someone in the group to provide the relevant solution using gesture, drawing, facial expression and emojis.
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End of Topic 1

• How might you apply what you’ve learned?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Let’s stop and think about our communication. We all readily adapt our method of communication according to the needs of the situation. But do we always stop and observe the situation closely enough to consider possible barriers before making adaptations? In the video earlier did the person asking for help in the subway stop to consider whether the other lady is deaf before telling her off? As we meet new people and find new ourselves in new situations how might we stop to consider these barriers in order to prepare for better communication?ACTIVTY: Allow free discussion



Topic 2

Managing Conversations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “In this section we explore communication on a conversational level and look at how images can support these.“RESOURCE: The Care Certificate Workbook Standard 6 (https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Documents/Learning-and-development/Care-Certificate/Standard-6.pdf)
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How do you…

• … find out the things you want to know?

• ... listen carefully?

• … indicate that you have understood someone?

• … know that someone has understood you?

• ... help people to understand you?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Let’s discuss how we currently manage conversations with speaking partners, what strategies do we use on a daily basis to achieve these? We’ll reveal one at a time.”ACTIVITY: Reveal each point one at a time (using the click animation) and allow at least one group person to respond with a suggestion.SCRIPT: “Pictures and symbols are one way of helping people to understand you. Think of how often we reach for our phones to show somebody an example photograph of a topic we’re talking about. For many decades there have been standardised communication symbol sets which are designed to support language for people who struggle with speech (either listening or talking) and literacy (again either reading, writing or typing).
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Clarifying Communication with Phrases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Here we have a selection phrases that we often used to help repair and maintain conversations. I’ve given each phrase a symbol, too.”ACTION: Click to reveal symbolsSCRIPT: “Some symbols are quite clear and others are more abstract. People who are new to symbols are expected to learn their meanings rather than instinctively know what they mean. People learn the symbols through their use alongside other communication methods. So, for example, we could produce the “Please could you tell me more” symbol while saying the same phrase and using any other communication methods accessible to them. Doing this over and over again reinforces the meaning of the symbol and supports both understanding and allows the person to use the same symbol for their expression.”SCRIPT: “When working with individuals we care for we sometimes might not understand what they’re trying to say. Perhaps we’re really busy and trying to do many things are once. Should we let them know if we haven’t understood them? Should we persevere even we we’re busy? How important is their voice or what they are trying to communicate with us?” 
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T.A.L.K.

• T = Time
• A = Ask
• L =  Listen
• K = Keep Trying

Communication Access UK 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “The Communication Access UK Symbol is displayed by organisations who conform to the training requirements of CAUK. It’s similar to the wheelchair symbol you might see on buildings or the hearing loop symbol in banks and official buildings. The achievement is recognised by staff members who take the time to value the communication of the individual and who ask questions to help build and repair conversations. Questions can include open and yes/no questions. You can truly value a person by asking open questions that you don’t know the answer to such as “can you give me an example?” or “who are you referring to?”. Closed questions that require a yes/no are good for clarifying and repairing communication problems such as “are you talking about something that happened in the past?” “is this something that is causing you pain?” etc. It is important to listen and demonstrate that you’re listening by making eye contact, staying present in the moment, not talking over them, and using facial expressions and gestures. Listening can involve hearing what they are saying as well as looking at their body language, or recognising if they are using symbols of another way to communicate. You should keep trying with every communication ‘event’ – you don’t know how important this is for them. You can keep trying by asking more questions, using symbols to support your conversation, drawing a picture, looking up things on your phone, or simply asking them to repeat themselves.”
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Being Ignored

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: ”Let’s stop and reflect on an occasion when you realised you weren’t being listened to. What made you think you were not being understood? How did it make you feel? Did you do anything about it?RESOURCE: https://www.nursingtimes.net/clinical-archive/assessment-skills/communication-5-effective-listening-and-observation-skills-12-03-2018/ 
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Active Listening

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “We have used the term active listening a few times and I’m sure you’ve heard it before today as well. This short video explains what active listening and provides us with a new acronym!”LINK: https://youtu.be/0nmJW_zExk0 
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End of Topic 2

• Any questions?



Finding the right words 
and images

Topic 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “We have a surprisingly small selection of words and phrases that we use every day. Just 50 words account for 40-50% of our daily communication. Somewhere between 200 and 400 words account for 80% of the words we use every day. The words that we use when working with our clients are actually mostly the same as when we’re with our friends, or with our family, but with some notable differences. Some common words used in every situation include “over, under, pull, in, on, like, oh and not” and words specific to our work might include “catheter, dressing, comfortable, pain and chair.”  We need to focus on the most important words and phrases to consider how we’re going to support these through images or other methods. Not every word has to be associated with a symbol – it’s the key words within a phrase that help with understanding.”
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Amara

How could you help Amara?

• Works long hours in A&E as a nurse.
• Contracted COVID-19 and experienced 

respiratory difficulties.
• Admitted to ICU where she had mechanical 

ventilation.
• After three weeks she responds with good 

eye contact and can point.
• Her understanding and use of speech 

remains difficult. 
• She’s improving 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Amara works long hours in A&E and has taken on more duties during the pandemic. She loves dancing Zumba and Salsa with a wide circle of friends if she has time off. Family breaks are also important, cooking and sharing dishes from her homeland, as well as getting out into the countryside. She is a chatty person, full of fun and keen to make the most of life.  Despite PPE and taking care, one day she tested positive for COVID-19. She became anxious, could not sleep with respiratory difficulties worsening over four days. She was admitted to ICU on becoming delirious and had mechanical ventilation. Her involuntary movements caused concern and she appeared to be unable to understand or speak.  After 3 weeks medication and management of breathlessness, she began to respond to treatment with good eye contact and improving voluntary movements, but speech remains difficult. She is improving.”ACTION: Reveal text (click to animate)SCRIPT “Thinking of everything we’ve learnt so far, what strategies could you use to communicate with Amara?”
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Amara

Example strategies for Amara

• Remember Amara is a nurse.
• Gestures
• Use pictures or symbols 
• Communication boards 
• Alphabet boards
• Keep instructions and requests are simple, 
• Repeat if necessary. 
• Pause to check for understanding.
• Allow time for spoken replies as speech 

returns 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Remember that Amara is a nurse who will have a different understand and expectations of communication in this environment where is both an patient and an expert. We can use of gestures in particular thumbs up or down, nodding etc. to support with her understanding of speech. Initially we might want to use single symbols or pictures to support our speech to help with understanding, but moving onto communication boards and alphabet boards later. We do want to make sure instructions and requests are simple, so not nested together, e.g. “I’m going to go now” and not “I’m going to go but I’ll be back at 4am with news about your medical progress and your next family visit.” Do keep pausing and checking if she has understood and repeat if necessary. Do encourage conversation, but be aware that Amara may tire quickly. Allow time for spoken replies as her speech returns. We mentioned a communication board, which is a series of symbols with labels that can be used to support speech in both her understand of what you’re saying, and to giver her a way to support her own speech.”
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Images that might support Amara

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Here is a mostly blank communication board of 12 symbols. Amara may be using several such boards. Can we think of more words that might be in this board?”ACTIVITY: Wait for suggestions, you could turn this into a simple Bingo gameACTION: Click to reveal all the symbols (using click to animate)SCRIPT: “This is an example mix of words, some of which are very specific to Amara’s situation (trouble breathing, oxygen, medicine) whereas others could be common to everybody (hot, thirsty, tired). 
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Portable symbols

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: Some people benefit from having a few core words or phrases which they can carry with them on a simple armband. Here is an example of a communication board that has been cut up and converted into a little selection of symbols attached to a loop around the wrist, or onto a keychain. RESOURCE: https://www.ninelife.uk/products/ez-board-vidatak-patient-communication-board-picture-board
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Food Drink Clothes Medical Body Actions
bread alcohol belt blood pressure abdomen choking
butter chocolate coat dizzy arm comb hair
cereal coca cola gloves fit back drowsy
chips coffee hat gagging body go home
cold meal cold drink jacket headache face go to sleep
dessert horlicks jumper injection feet lights off
eggs hot drink pyjamas light headed fingers lights on
fish ice scarf medication hair make a call
fruit juice shirt mouth wash hands massage
hot meal milk shoes nauseous head quiet
meat tea slippers pain legs read
snack water socks respiratory neck rest
sugar bottle trousers short of breath nose sit up
toast can T-shirt sick stomach tired
vegetables glass underwear suction teeth turned

Topic based words and phrases 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Not everybody needs symbols. The advantage of words without symbols is we can fit many more onto a single page. Here we can use these to support understand of our speech, and the client can point to words to support and repair their side of the conversation. For example you may have understood from their speech that they are allergic to a food item but you couldn’t understand what that food item is, or they can’t say it. Using chart like this you can ask them to point at the food item. If a person can’t easily understand the individual words then we would use symbol versions of these.”
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Feelings Daily Life/Time Things People/chat Personal Hygiene Places/Transport

afraid bed changing blanket carer bath cinema
angry bedtime cigarette chaplain bathroom countryside
anxious breakfast comb children bed pan home
better change clothes glasses doctor clean hospital
cold cut toenails hairbrush family shampoo library
comfortable exercise handkerchief friends shower park
disappointed get dressed lighter nurse tissue pub
frustrated get out of bed lotion social worker toilet restaurant
happy listen to music mobile phone therapist tooth brush shops
hot lunch money don’t know urinal theatre
hungry prayer newspaper don't want wash body town
lonely supper paper good bye wash face ambulance
sad teatime pen hello wash hair bus
thirsty now pillow please wash hands car
unsure later tablet thank you wet taxi

Topic based words and phrases 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: Here’s some more examples that include phrases that might be used in daily life, and expands to include questions about feelings. 
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Food Topic Board

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACTIVITY: In this slide you can play an easier bingo game
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Daily Topic Board

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACTIVITY: And another, if there’s time. 
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Find images to match your words

• images.google.com
• remove.bg
• globalsymbols.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “You might be wondering where to find these images. Although these are from a standardised set that’s freely available we can actually use images from any source, such as Google Image search. You can find photographs and graphics on there which you can drag and drop into Microsoft Word or another tool with which you’re familiar. For photographs that have busy backgrounds you can use the remove.bg website to quickly remove any interfering background. If you want access to thousands of premade symbols suitable for lots of concepts, and a really easy way to make these into a communication board, then we suggest you go to GlobalSymbols.com and sign up for a free account. We’ll cover this in more detail in our next section.”
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remove.bg

Before After

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Here’s an example of remove.bg in action. It takes a few seconds to drag and drop a photo onto the site, remove the background, and then copy it or download the new image. The second image is far easier to discriminate, for many people, than the first image. It works with pictures of people and animals, too. ”
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End of Topic 3

• Any questions?



Adapting symbols and 
images

Topic 4
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Finding perfect symbols

• Easy to understand
• Easy to see

– Consistent style
– Colour contrast
– Clear backgrounds

• Simple labels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “It’s a good idea to choose symbols and images that make the meaning easy to guess. Some are easier than others, perhaps we can start by guessing these four symbols and see how we get along? ACTIVITY: Get some ideas of the meaning of the given symbolsSCRIPT: “Not all words or phrases can be expressed with an obvious symbol, so we do try and teach these to people. We need to avoid clutter, such as removing distracting background elements from photographs (using remove.bg) and choosing simple symbols. It’s best, where possible, to use a consistent style on a board and not to mix photographs and symbols, or use different symbols for the same meaning. It’s a good idea to understand the persons vision and use high-contrast black-and-white or colourful symbols on a black background if that’s what they can see more easily. It’s very useful to add clear text labels under or above each symbol to support the person re-learning their literacy skills, and to support you – the communication partner – in understanding what they mean when they point to a symbol.”
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Information sheets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “You can use a Microsoft Word or a similar app to make a table or columns with images, words and phrases or use an app. Information sheets that combine phrases and symbols can help with understanding”
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Talking whilst using images

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “So how do we use these symbols while talking? As you talk, point to the images or symbols that represent important words in your sentence. Pause to check your client is watching your finger and is near enough to the board to point with their hand if they want. People might also indicate with their eyes, facial expression or gesture they have understood. It’s important to remember that you don’t have to point at everything on the board or find words that aren’t there. Also it’s ok to be slow while you’re looking for the word, a slower pace is likely to help the other person.” ACTIVITY: Ask if they know what these symbols might be. Reveal the words using the click (to animate). Then ask someone to build a sentence that includes at least two of the words.
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Sarah

How could you help Sarah?

• Sarah spiralled into alcoholism
• Moved into sheltered accommodate to 

support her medication, drinking and epilepsy
• Has fits that leave her confused and 

incoherent
• Doesn’t seem to listen or understand 

instructions
• Doesn’t keep her routine and misses meals, 

shower and other daily activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: ”Sarah was born in England, but spent most of her life farming in South Africa and loved her horses.  She returned to England and life became much harder, eventually spiraling down into alcoholism.  Although relatively independent, the family felt she was safer living in sheltered accommodation where she could receive regular medication and control her drinking and epilepsy. Sarah now has severe fits and during these episodes becomes confused and incoherent. Carers find they cannot always get through to her with speech alone and she does not appear to listen to instructions that can result in her failing to understand she must ring a bell when she feels she is going to fall.  There are times when she does not realise that she needs to schedule in mealtimes, showers and other daily living requirements.”ACTION: Reveal text (click to animate)SCRIPT “Thinking of everything we’ve learnt so far, what strategies could you use to communicate with Amara?”
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Sarah

Example strategies for Sarah

• Use gestures and body language to reinforce 
instructions

• Allow extra time
• Use flash cards with symbols of images
• Have daily symbol-support schedules with 

mealtimes etc.
• Update topic boards as needs and situation 

changes
• Possible use an iPad so that cards and boards 

can be modified easily

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Anna needs has periods of time when she is confused so we can reinforce our spoken language with gestures and symbols. She would also benefit from simple, clear support with her routine to help prompt her to engage in her activities of daily living. We might need to change these often as she progresses and takes up new interests so displaying these digitally on an iPad or other tablet makes it easy to make modifications and create new ones. The iPad could also be set up to alert Sarah with a voice note and a symbol when it’s time to eat or shower. A series of photographs could support her in preparing meals, if she needs this support.”
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Sarah’s personal chart 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “This board provides some of the important reminders for  Sarah’s daily schedule to help her when feeling unwell. “
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Full sentence boards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Colour coding communication boards is often used to support sentence building. It can help both parties in navigating the lists with greater confidence. In this image we have yellow for pronouns e.g. I, you; green for actions e.g. have, do, go, vomit, worry; blue for descriptions e.g. good, hot, cold, bad; soft orange for objects or people e.g. home, food, tissues; purple for questions e.g. who? what? when? where? why? how? Lets try making a sentence each using this board. We can include the words on here in a longer phrase, too”ACTIVITY: Point to words on the communication board as members of the group come up with sentences
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End of Topic 4

• Any questions?



Creating opportunities to 
encourage conversations

Topic 5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finding topics that can lead to conversations and discovering ways of communicating …What do they like to do? How do they show that they like or are enjoying something?What do they dislike/not like to do?How do they show that they dislike or are not enjoying something?Who are the important people in their life?In a typical week/month where do they spend their time – list all that apply. 
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Considering different types of boards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: We’ve already discussed the need to have clear symbols, but what about the layout of the boards? You need to have enough words and phrases available to make them useful, but not so many that they are too difficult to see or too small to clearly point to. Making the text big can be helpful to both parties, but it can squeeze the symbol so it’s too small to see. Printing onto smaller pages can make them easier to handle, and printing on both sides reduces the amount of paper to sort through. The PicSeePal is a useful product that holds a small number of pages together. 
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PicSeePal
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who? 
what? 
when? 
where? 
why? 
how? 

Ideas for creating conversations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Good conversations involve finding out about persons interests and encouraging them to tell a story. It’s best to avoid asking questions about things you already know, or asking closed yes/no questions. If the conversation isn’t flowing easily you can add new topics with strategies such as “that reminds me of…” by asking simple questions like “why?” or “how did that make you feel? All the time have symbols and other resources with you ready in case you need them. “
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Remember to

• Listen 
• Pay attention 
• Ask meaningful questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:”Listen carefully, pausing and clarifying by asking questions such as …“Can I just check that I’ve understood this correctly? You have said that…”; “Let me check that I’m clear about your difficulty. You tell me that…”;“I want to be sure I understand what you mean…”;“What you seem to be saying is…”;“Could you tell me more about…”RESOURCE: https://www.nursingtimes.net/clinical-archive/assessment-skills/communication-5-effective-listening-and-observation-skills-12-03-2018/ 
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Using Board Builder

• Time to make our first communication board!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “I’m now going to show you how to build a communication board, for free, in Board Builder. First of all can we think of a topic or event for which we’re making this board?”ACTIVITY: Create a free account on Global Symbols. You will have one already if you completed the online course. With audience present take them through the process of making a board. Select “Board Builder” from the main menu at the top and click on ‘My Board Sets’ button to start making a board. Select ‘Create Board Set’, choose a template and set up a board set, then start your first board and set up the board’s properties, number of columns and rows required, plus the position of the text label on every cell. Use the ‘done’ button to go to the board properties. Select your first cell, add a word where it says label on the right, the cell will be greyed out while you type in the word. Then search for a symbol and click the tick to confirm. You can then go through the process with the group to populate the board with content, discussing the merits of words and symbols as you progress.
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Symbol Creator

• Creating your own symbols, when required. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “We can also make our own symbols.”ACTIVITY: Ask the group if they can think of examples of when we might want to edit an existing symbol or make a new one. Identify a symbol in the board you have made that needs editing or replacing. ACTIVITY: With the group’s involvement go through the process of editing or adding your own image. You can make your own image or symbol by going to ‘My Images’ and choosing the blue button (hammer/spanner). Upload your image or search for a symbol and add shapes etc. Select the ‘tick’ to add it to the boardSCRIPT: “The board you are making will always be saved automatically to the ‘My board sets’ area.  You can go back and edit at any time. Make it public if you want to share it with others by going back to the board properties. And you can save it or print it as a PDF.
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End of Topic 5

• Any questions?
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Final Tips

Keep it simple.
Remember to T.A.L.K

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT: “Keep it simple – a piece of paper with a few pictures may be all that is needed when speech does not come easily. Remember to pause – wait – try not to cut in when someone is trying to express themselves – help with gentle prompts around the subject if word finding is difficult. Help by talking about the concepts/ ideas behind complex words rather than using them or expecting answers about them. And remember the TALK acronym: T = take your time; A = ask questions; L = listen fully; K = keep trying!
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channel The way a message might be sent such as via speaking in a language which may or may 
not be understood by the receiver, email, SMS, phone etc

cognitive Related to the ability to learn, reason, think, remember, have language skills and 
appropriate social skills. 

convert To change, adapt or translate a message into another form such as text or images from 
spoken language or just an idea in the head. 

degenerative An illness that gets worse with loss of function (physical and/or cognitive).

interpret To understand or work out the meaning of a message

Motor Neurone Disease (MND) Affects the brain and nerves causing muscle weakness, difficulty with mobility, 
swallowing and speech

physical These difficulties are to do with the body’s mobility, dexterity and function of the organs

rehabilitate restore (someone) to health or normal life by training and therapy after imprisonment, 
addiction, or illness.

sensory The five senses humans have: touch, sight, hearing, smell and taste.

visual aids Use of images, symbols, emojis, icons to help make the spoken word or text easier to 
understand.

Presenter’s Glossary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This glossary is provided to help you with terms specific to the course.Keyboard access, more instructions and language changes for Board Builder and Symbol Creator can be found on the Board Builder menu bar. 			Global Symbols courses have more information about making boards and other visual aids. training.globalsymbols.com/course/view.php?id=57 Ace Centre has courses for communication partners. acecentre.org.uk/learning/communication-partners-i CALL Scotland about communication and AAC. www.aacscotland.org.uk/modulesFinding free photos to print out as cards www.pixabay.com  More black and white icons www.thenounproject.comWorking with children – more ideas on Lesson www.lessonpix.comCommunication support for stroke patients www.stroke.org.uk/what-is-aphasia/communication-tools 



You can visit the Global Symbols site to access this free course online with more 
interactions, create and download boards and other resources, plus see our other courses:

www.globalsymbols.com

From the Global 
Symbols Team

Symbols thanks to ARASAAC, Mulberry and Sclera
This course was funded by the Churchill Fellowship COVID-19 Action Fund

https://training.globalsymbols.com/course/index.php?categoryid=12
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